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1 Q. All right. Let me ;just talk to you for a moment 
2 about that. You are one of the plaintiffs in this case, 
S aren't you, Mr. Wherry? 
4 k Yes. 
5 Q. Who were the other plaintiffs in this case? 
6 Not by name, but what is their relationship to you, sir? 
7 A. My son, my daughter, and my five grandchildren. 
8 QL All right. Are you acquainted with, generally, 
9 a business establishment known as the Wasatch Bowling Lanes? 
10 k Yes. 
11 Q. Where is that located, Mr. Wherry? 
12 A. 3915 South Wasatch Boulevard. 
13 Q. That's here in Salt Lake City, isn't it? 
14 A. Right. 
15 ft Is it a part of a shopping center? 
16 k In the Olympus Hills Shopping Center. 
17 ! ft When did you first become involved with the 
18 Wasatch Bowling Lanes, Mr. Wherry? 
19 k In 1961. 
20 Q. At the time you became involved, was there 
21 an existing building on the premises at which the bowling 
22 lanes were established? 
71 ' k No. 
14 I Q. Was a building subsequently built? 
25 A. It was built when I started getting into it. 
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K 
a 
building 
Did you own any interest in the building? 
No. 
All right. Did you become a lessee in the 
? That is, enter into a lease arrangement between 
the owner of the building and Wasatch Bowling Lane 
establis 
k 
ft 
k 
& 
k 
Q. 
you and 
k 
Center. 
Q. 
of Skagg 
A. 
Q. 
side of 
do that 
A. 
Q. 
reduced 
A. 
hment? 
Yes. 
Who was the owner of that building, sir. 
Skaggs Drug Center. 
Do you happen to recall when you became a lessee? 
It was in 1961. I don't recall the exact month. 
Were the terms of that lease negotiated between 
someone, Mr. Wherry? 
Between my — between me and the Skaggs Drug 
Do you happen to recall who the representative 
fs was? 
Yes. Louis North. 
Did you conduct the negotiations from your 
the lease yourself or did you employ someone to 
for you? 
No, I negotiated it myself. 
All right. Was that lease agreement finally 
to some written form? 
Yes. 
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A. 
Q. 
page 3 of 
A. 
a 
A. 
Shopping 
Q. 
with the 
A. 
Q-
Exhibit 2 
a 
I did. 
You will notice on the right-hand side of 
Exhibit 2 a signature that appears there. 
Yes. 
Do you know who Mr. Skankey is? 
He was the manager or owner of the Wasatch 
Center. 
Was he the fellow that you dealt with in connects 
subject that is discussed in Exhibit 2? 
Yes. 
All right. We would offer, if the Court please, 
-P. 
MR. BECKER: No objection. 
THE COURT: 2-P is received. 
(By Mr. Sessions) Now, let me just have you 
look at the second paragraph of Exhibit 2, Mr. Wherry. 
That was 
paragraph 
A. 
ft 
letter is 
that your 
13 years, 
31st day 
the one that you have in your hand, the second 
Go back to page 1 and just the second paragraph. 
Do you have that in front of you? 
Yes. 
Okay. The second paragraph indicates this 
written to indicate the landlord's agreement 
lease is extended for an additional period of 
commencing September 1, 1971 and ending on the 
of August 1984. Does that accord with your | 
16 j 
1 the landlord as disclosed by sellers to buyer. Mr. Wherry, 
2 I would like you to tell the Court what, if anything, you 
did with respect to obtaining an extension of the lease 
described in paragraph 18. 
A. I discussed with the landlord several times 
6 and even went to see him several times. 
MR. BECKER: I object, your Honor. I think 
that we need a foundation regarding the — these times 
when he allegedly discussed that with the landlord. 
lb I THE WITNESS: I would be happy to. 
11 THE COURT: Overruled. That answer will stand. 
12 I assume that he's now going to lay some foundation. 
13 MR. SESSIONS: I certainly am, your Honor. 
14 Thank you. 
15 Q. Mr. Wherry, can you tell us, please, to the 
16 best of your recollection, the first time, in terms of 
17 the date, that you contacted the manager of the lessor 
18 that you contacted, this individual? 
19 A. Manager of the lessor? Wesley Sine, you mean? 
20 I Qt No, anyone at the shopping center about the 
21 extension of the lease. 
22 A. Oh, well, it was in the early part of '84. 
23 ft Are you certain that was the first time, 
24 Mr. Wherry? 
25 A. Well, I had a discussion with him a number 
25 
of times over the years that --
Q, What I would like you to try to do, if you 
can, is to recall the first time that you discussed with 
anyone at the shopping center the possibility of renewing 
the lease. 
A. I couldn't remember definitely just when it was 
Q. Can you take a look at the exhibit in front 
of you, Exhibit 3, as I have indicated was dated February 
of 1979, which would be the time approximately when the 
business was sold? Do you recall talking with anyone at 
the shopping center at the time you sold the business, 
1979, about the possibility of extending the lease? 
A. We had a number of discussions. 
Q. I understand that, sir. What I'm trying to 
find out, sir, is the time. Do you recall the first time 
you had a discussion, the year? 
A. It was in the month of August of '79. 
Q. Of 1979? 
A. Right. 
Q. Who did you have that discussion with? 
A. With Mr. Skankey's manager. 
Q. Is Mr. Skankey here in court with us today? 
A. Yes, he is. 
Q. All right. Where was that discussion held, 
Mr. Wherry? 
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A. In his office. 
Q. Who was present other than yourself and 
Mr. Skankey? 
A. Nobody. 
Q. How long did the discussion last? 
A. Well, each time I would say from 15 minutes 
to a half hour. 
Q. I just want you i.o focus on this first meeting. 
We'll kind of take them in order here. But the first time, 
how long did it last, sir? 
A. Oh, approximately a half hour. 
Q. Can you tell us what was said by you and what 
was said by Mr. Skankey with respect to the — if anything, 
with respect to the extension of the lease? 
k Yes. I requested of Mr. Skankey to extend 
to Mr. Sine the same provisions that I had with him for 
myself, and that he assured me — 
MR. BECKER: I object, your Honor. That's 
hearsay evidence. 
MR. SESSIONS: I don't think it's hearsay at 
all, your Honor. 
MR. BECKER: I think it is. 
MR. SESSIONS: Excuse me. If I could just 
respond. I'm not offering it for proof- the proof of the 
matter, whether an extension was granted or not. I'm 
27 
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k 
a 
a moment. 
Yes. 
Okay 
Were 
Let me just inquire about thoj 
those discussions face-to-face d: 
or over the telephone? 
k 
G 
Some 
Let1 
you had with Mr. 
when that 
k 
was? 
over the 
s take the 
Skankey. 
Definitely, nc 
phone 
\ next 
Will 
and 
face 
you 
)r I can't. 
some face to 
i-to-face 
tell us, 
But it 
se for 
Lscussions 
face. 
discussion 
please, sir, 
was prior 
to the extension to come up to. It was — 
Q. What do you mean by that? 
k When the extension was to be given, I discussed 
it with him in his office. 
Q. Whose office? 
A. Mr. Skankeyfs office. 
Q. When you saw him, who were you discussing it 
with? 
k Mr. Skankey himself. 
Q. And in relationship to that first meeting, 
approximately when was the second meeting in terms of time? 
k The date-wise, I don't recall. 
Q. Was it in the second year of 1979 or in the 
latter year? 
A. A later year. 
ft Okay. Can you tell us approximately the year, 
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1 h There was a number of them. 
2 I QL D O you remember approximately, sir? 
3 A. Oh, I would say half a dozen. 
4 & Okay. And as you now look at the lease end, 
5 date of 1984, and your first discussion as to 1979, can 
6 you tell the Court when the second of these discussions 
7 was held, at least the year? 
8 I A. I don't understand. 
9 Q. Mr. Wherry, what I'm trying to do, and I apologizje 
10 to you sir, because maybe I'm not doing it in an 
I! understandable fashion, you have told the Court that you 
12 have had a number of discussions with Mr. Skankey about 
13 the extension of the lease. 
14 k Right. 
15 & Okay. 
16 MR. BECKER: I object, your Honor. I don't 
17 think he's testified to that. The characterization is 
18 that the testimony by Mr. Wherry was that he met with him 
19 half a dozen times. He didn't indicate what the nature 
20 of the discussions were and I would object to the question. 
21 MR. SESSIONS: I'll rephrase it. I don't want 
22 to mislead at all. 
23 & You tell us that you had a number of discussions, 
24 I think you said a half dozen, with Mr. Skankey. 
25 A. Right. 
33 
1 ft What was the subject matter of those discussions, 
2 Mr. Wherry? 
3 A. Extending the lease. 
4 ft All right. You tell us you had a half dozen 
5 of those? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 ft What I would like you to do, as best you can, 
8 is to tell us when those discussions were held. You don't 
9 have to tell us a specific date if you don't know, but 
10 if you could give us a month, a year, that would be helpful. 
11 A. The first part of '84, and as I remember, the 
12 lease called for a notification of three months before 
13 the expiration that the lease would be renewed. You had 
14 to do it three months prior to the lease — 
15 ft But as you sit there now, you can't give us 
16 the dates approximately of these half a dozen discussions 
17 you had with him? 
18 k No, I can't. 
19 ft Okay. Mr. Wherry, now, these discussions you 
20 I have referred to, these six discussions or thereabouts, 
21 | they were meetings, were they — 
22 I MR. BECKER: Your Honor, I'm going to renew 
23 | my objection as to discussions. He still hasn't laid a 
24 I foundation as to when these alleged discussions took place. 
25 | THE COURT: Correct me if I'm wrong, I thought 
34 
1 examination, more specific dates may be able to be 
2 established at the time. 
3 I MR. BECKER: Thank you. 
4 Q. (By Mr. Sessions) Mr. Wherry, would you tell 
5 us in substance what the substance of the discussions were, 
6 sir? 
7 k For the renewal of the lease. 
8 QL Tell us what was said and in substance by you, 
9 and in substance by Mr. Skankey. 
10 k I couldn't give you the definite other than 
11 my request that he fulfill what he had agreed with me from 
12 my lease that he would extend the same circumstances, same 
13 deals to Mr. Sine. 
14 Q. What was his response in substance? 
15 k He said that he would consider and go over 
16 it with Mr. Sine and would discuss it. 
17 Q. Okay. Now, in addition to these discussions 
18 that you had face to face, during this five-year period, did 
19 you have any telephone conversations with Mr. Skankey concerning 
20 that subject matter? 
21 A. Yes. I called him normally every time before 
22 I went over to see him and we would discuss it to a certain 
23 extent on the phone then completed the discussion over 
24 in his office. 
25 Q, All right. Now, do you have — do you happen 
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Q. This l e t t e r i s dated 1981, r igh t? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It was extended until 1984, or for that period 
of 14 years? 
A. Thirteen years. 
Q. Now, the last paragraph on page 2 states: It's 
also agreed by the landlord that a tenant shall give landlord| 
six months prior to the — notice six months prior to the 
31st day of August, 1984, if he desires to lease the premises 
for an additional ten-year period. The landlord will 
negotiate with tenant in good faith for an additional ten-yea 
lease period. 
And you negotiated that term with the landlord, 
didn't you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Now, let me refer to Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 3. Your attorney, Mr. Moffat, drafted this 
agreement, 
A. 
a 
name. 
ft 
A. 
didn't he? 
Part of it, yes. 
No, Mr. Moffat — I don't recall his first 
MR. SESSIONS: Richard. 
MR. BECKER: Richard Moffat. 
He drafted this agreement, didn't he? 
He drafted the first part, and Mr. Sine added 
51 
1 Q. {By Mr. Becker) All right. Now, the letter 
2 dated September 13, 1977, which was Exhibit 8-D, isn't 
3 it true that you used this letter in your negotiations 
4 with Mr. Sine? 
5 A. No, I didn't, because I turned this letter 
6 down. I refused it. 
7 Q. Now, let's refer back to Exhibit 3-B, which 
8 is the stock purchase agreement. And referring to paragraph 
9 18 again, starts: As the materials and conditions heretofore] 
10 discussed between sellers and the landlord, as disclosed 
11 by sellers to buyers. Isn't it true that this letter dated 
12 1977 was part of that discussion between sellers and landlord] 
13 as disclosed by you to Mr. Sine? 
14 k No. I don't think this letter was ever discussed) 
15 with Mr. Sine, because at that time Mr. Skankey was wanting 
16 to put it on a 15-year basis and raising the rent above 
17 what I wanted to do, and raising the cost of the maintenance 
18 of the parking lot, and I wanted maximum of eighteen hundred 
19 for the parking lot. And I refused to let the rate of 
20 the taxes be included, because on the other basis it was 
21 the taxes were never to be construed as fer as the parking 
22 lot extension. 
23 ft Okay. So your extension in 1977, when you 
24 received the letter with that extension, would be for 15 
25 years, starting in September of 1984, correct? 
55 
1 testimony is clear that he turned this letter down. 
2 MR. BECKER: I think the testimony — 
3 THE COURT: Well, I111 sustain an argumentative 
4 objection. He's told you what the facts are and the letter, 
.5 8-D in Exhibit P~3,speak for themselves. The periods 
6 of time are the same. 
7 MR. BECKER: All right. 
8 QL Mr. Wherry, if you can tell us your part of 
9 the negotiations in this stock purchase agreement, and 
10 part of your negotiations were that the lease would be 
11 attempted to be extended for 15 years, what did you base 
12 that extension of 15 years upon, on your understanding 
13 that you could extend the lease? 
14 ft. The landlord was trying to get it for 15 years 
15 and so when we put it in that in the event they could shoot 
16 for that. But I couldn't guarantee it because I couldnft — 
17 it depends on whether I did my best, and you say that means 
18 on how you determine what my best is. 
19 Q. Okay. So this is just, hopefully, the thing that 
20 you were going to do then, right? 
21 k Well, it was put in by Mr. Sine and not I. 
22 QL YOU signed the agreement, didn't you? 
23 A. Yes, I signed the agreement. 
24 Q, Okay. And you agreed that you would try your 
25 best to extend it for 15 years. 
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would be extended in 1984? 
A. No. He agreed that he would discuss it and 
go into it further but that he wouldn't make any 
promises. 
Q. Okay. That was before the lease was signed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, what did you represent to Mr. Sine that 
you could do at the time of the negotiations of the 
sale? What did you represent to Mr. Sine that you 
could do for this extension of 15 years? 
A. I would discuss the whole transfer of the 
lease and everything else with Mr. Skankey, and then 
when I — later on, before the lease was signed, I took 
Mr. Sine up there and introduced him to Mr. Skankey and 
we discussed the whole thing and extension of the 
lease. And then I left and left them to, as I 
remember, left and let them finish up between the two 
of them. 
Q. That wasn't until 1984, was it? 
A. No, that was '79 when we transferred the 
lease. 
Q. All right. And then did you meet again in 
Mr. Skankey's — you met with him in August of 1979; 
you didn't meet with him after, in 1979, any time after 
August of '79, during the extension of the lease, did 
62 
1 you? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. When did you meet with him after August 1979? 
4 A. I think I said prior to '84. 
5 Q. Okay. Well, let's go through it year by 
6 year. 
7 1980, you didn't meet with Mr. Skankey 
8 concerning the extension of the lease? 
9 I A. I can't answer that yes or no. I don't 
)Q remember. I don't remember the time, whether it was 
11 '81, '82 or '83, but I know it was prior to '84. And 
12 there was times, when I would see Mr. Skankey there in 
13 the shopping center. We would pass and talk and 
14 everything else. And I don't remember that there was 
15 anything ever definite on it. 
16 Q. You didn't sit down specifically and say, 
17 "Now, we have got to pound out this new lease,11 did 
18 you? 
19 A. I did once or twice prior to the expiration, 
20 yes/ in his office, but not — it wasn't any real firm 
21 discussion with him when I would see him on the lot. 
22 Q- Okay. You would just say hello and exchange 
2i pleasantries, right? 
24 A. The normal discussions. 
25 Q. What's the normal discussion? 
63 
A. No. It would be before that, I guess. Six 
months before August. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
February 
A. 
February of 1984, excuse me. 
Well, that's right. 
Okay. Did you meet with Mr. Skankey in 
of 1984? 
Yes. 
Q. Did you meet with him in March of 1984? 
A. I don't recall after that, no, because he 
said that he would discuss it with Mr. Sine and go over 
it, and that he would give him the same opportunity of 
renewing it as I had, and if they didn't get together 
on the agreement, that he would get a third party and 
would offer the same price to him as he was going to 
give the price to me. 
Q. So what you did, essentially, is you went to 
Mr. Skankey and said, "Here's Mr. Sine. He wants to 
renew on this lease; why don't you discuss it with 
him"? That's what you said, wasn't it, essentially? 
A. No. I said that I would like to have him 
give him the same recognition and the same opportunity 
as what he had extended to me, and he agreed that he 
would do his best. 
Q. Okay. You felt that was your best efforts in 
extending the lease, right? 
65 
A. It's the only thing I could do. I had no 
authority to tell him that he had to extend the lease 
or anything else, but I would have the same opportunity 
as I was going to have, and accepting the offer the 
third party would make to him. 
Q. Okay, Now, referring to Exhibit P-4, you 
signed this in April of 1979, right? 
A. Right. 
Q. In February of 1979 you had signed the stock 
purchase agreement, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You had essentially placed your stock in 
escrow for the following year, hadn't you? 
A. Yes, the stock was put in escrow for two 
years. 
Q. I believe it was one year, wasn't it? 
A. I remember it was two. No, I think it was 
two. 
Q. Well, the document speaks for itself, but you 
didn't have any authority to sign for Wasatch Bowling 
Lanes, did you? 
A. Yes. I was the president of Wasatch Bowling, 
Inc. 
Q. You were president, in April of 1979? 
A. I was president right straight through the 
66 
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Q. Is that, 9-D, essentially the same document 
as 2-P? 
MR. SESSIONS: Objection. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
Q. (By Mr. Becker) Would you examine those 
documents? 
MR. SESSIONS: Well, we further object, your 
Honor. Obviously, Exhibit 2 was executed sometime 
after Exhibit 1. Exhibit 2 has been established as the 
extension. So I don't see any relevancy or materiality 
to the proposed Exhibit 9-D. 
THE COURT: What is the relevance? 
MR. BECKER: I'm stumped. I'll withdraw it. 
.* THE COURT: Sustained. Thank you, 
MR. BECKER: No further questions. We 
reserve the right to call him on direct examination. 
17 THE COURT: All right. 
MR. SESSIONS: Just one or two, your Honor. 
I know the reporter has been at it a while. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SESSIONS: 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 I Q* Mr. Wherry, as you think about it now, was 
2| there anything that you could do or could have done 
24 that you did not do to convince Mr. Skankey to extend 
25 the lease to Mr. Sine for an additional 15 years? 
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5 
1 A. There was never a thing more than what I did 
2 do that — I couldn't force the landlord to change the 
j lease or extend the lease, or have any price, or 
4 anything else. There was never anything that I could 
have talked to him about. There was no discussion on 
^ I the price. It was the only discussion that I would ask 
7 him and request that he give Mr. Sine the same 
g privilege of extending the lease as he had — we were 
9 going to extend to me. 
MR. SESSIONS: Thank you, Mr. Wherry. That's 
all. 
MR. BECKER: No further questions. 
THE COURT: All right. You may step down, 
Mr. Wherry. Thank you for your testimony. 
We'll be in recess for ten minutes. 
Recess 
THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Sessions. 
Ig I MR. SESSIONS: Thank you, your Honor. We'll 
l9 j call as our next witness Mr. Richard Skankey. If you 
2Q I would, come forward and be sworn, please, 
21 
22 I RICHARD L. SKANKEY, 
23 called as a witness by the plaintiff, having been duly 
24 sworn, was examined and testified upon his oath as 
25 i follows: 
10 
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I Q. Now, did there come a point during 1979 where 
% the discussions were had with Mr. Sine — and I mean by 
3 Mr. Sine or any member of his family — concerning the 
4 extension of the lease agreement between Mr. Wherry and 
c his group and the shopping center? 
A. No. 
1 I Q. Were there any discussions at any time with 
g respect to that subject in 1979 between you and 
p Mr. Wherry. 
If my question isn't clear, let me rephrase 
it. Did there come a point in time in 1979 when you 
had discussions with Mr. Wherry concerning the 
extension of the lease agreement between the two of you 
for the benefit of Mr. Sine? 
A. The only thing that I can recall is that in -
- he asked that we consider the new tenant in any 
.- I further negotiations. 
ig Q. What was your response to that request? 
MR. BECKER: Your Honor, I object to this 
20 I P°int* I think we need more firm foundation regarding 
2i | this more than just 1979. 
22 i MR. SESSIONS: I'll go through and see what 
2j foundation I can lay, your Honor. 
24 Q. (By Mr. Sessions) Tell us — you told us 
this first discussion was held in 1979? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 I Q. Do you happen to recall the particular date, 
3 if you do, or its time? 
4 I A. No. 
g Q. Do you recall, as you look at the Exhibit 
6 No. 3-P whether or not that first meeting was held 
7 J prior to the date of that exhibit or subsequent 
thereto? 
9 I A. I believe it was prior. 
•pi Q. Okay. And where was this conversation held, 
I* I Mr. Skankey? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. As you have told us before, your 
12 
13 
14 understanding is it would have been in your office or 
15 
16 
Mr. Wherry's office? 
A. That's correct. 
17 I Q. In substance, tell us, then, what was said 
13 with respect to that, the matter, the lease extension. 
19 Q. I don't think it was — well, let's see. I 
20 think it was just a conversation that we would consider 
2| and Mr. Sine, when it came time to negotiate any 
22 further extensions on the lease. 
23 Q. What, if anything, did you say to Mr. Wherry 
24 along that line? 
25 A. That we would certainly do that. 
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1 Q. At any time subsequent to that first meeting, 
2 did Mr. Wherry or anyone else make you aware of Exhibit 
3 No. 3? 
4 A. No. 
5 I Q. Okay. You have not seen that exhibit before 
6 today; is that right? 
7 A. That's right. 
g I Q. It follows then that you would not have any 
9 idea as to what the requirements of that or conditions 
of that exhibit were? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. All right. Did there come a time following 
this first meeting when you had other discussions with 
10 
11 
12 
13 
H Mr. Wherry concerning the extension of the lease to 
15 
16 
Mr. Sine? 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
17 I Q. Can you tell us over what period of time? 
13 A. As best as I can recall that, it was sometime 
19 in the middle part of 1984. 
20 Q- 1 9 8 4 ? 
2i A. Uh-huh. (Affirmative.) 
22 Q« How many such discussions did you have with 
23 Mr. Wherry? 
24 A. I don't recall. 
25 J Q* Was it more than six? Less? 
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1 A. No, less than six. 
2 I Q. Less than six? 
} A. Yes. 
4 I Q. Were these discussions face to face or over 
5 the telephone? 
A. Both. 
7 I Q. During the year 1984, can you isolate for us 
8 how many were held in face-to-face discussions so that 
9 I can ask you where they were, who was present, and so 
forth? 
A. I don't believe there was more than one face 
to face. 
Q. On a face-to-face basis? 
A, Yes. 
Q. Who was present at that discussion other than 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lg you and Mr. Wherry? 
1^ A. No one else. 
Ig Q. How long did the meeting last? 
19 A. Not over a half hour. 
20 Q* C a n y ° u tell us in substance what was said by 
2j Mr. Wherry and what was said by you again with respect 
to the lease extension? 
23 I A. That Mr. Wherry hoped that we were working 
24 with Mr. Sine in extending the lease agreement. 
25 Q. Did you make any comment to Mr. Wherry upon 
22 
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1 hearing that information? 
2 I A. That we were in negotiations with him. 
j I Q. You told him that you were in negotiations 
4 j with Mr. Sine? 
A. Yes. 
5 1 Q. Was it true? 
7 A. Yes. 
3 I Q. What negotiations had been undertaken by that 
9 j time or at that time with Mr. Sine directly? 
A. That we were negotiating new terms and 
conditions of a new lease with him. 
Q. How many negotiations did you have with Mr. 
Sine on that subject? 
14 I A. I did not personally have direct negotiations 
•c with Mr. Sine on that. 
16 Q. Who did? 
17 A. The leasing agents representing the shopping 
lg center. 
19 Q. Who was that, sir? 
20 A. The leasing agent was Wallace & Associates. 
2i Q. Okay. During this meeting with Mr. Wherry, 
22 did Mr. Wherry make you aware of any requirement he 
23 felt he had to try to convince you to extend the lease 
24 on Mr. Sine's behalf? 
25 A. No. 
10 
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12 
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CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BECKER: 
Q. Mr. Skankey, referring for a moment to the 
other lawsuits in which you are involved, you have sued 
Mr. Sine; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And there's been counterclaims filed against 
you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know the amount of those 
counterclaims? 
A. I don't recall. 
14 I Q. Do you know the approximate amount of those 
|c i counterclaims? 
Ig I A. I'm sorry, I don't remember, 
Q. You don't recall the details of those other 
lawsuits? 
A. Details? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
Q. But you're adverse to Mr. Sine, aren't you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q* Okay. And you have trial dates set? 
A. No. P e n d i n g . 
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A. There was several discussions. 
Q. Okay. Those discussions took place when? 
A. Sorry? 
Q. When did those discussions take place? 
A. Prior to the transaction taking place. 
Q. There were discussions at that time 
concerning — by Mr. Wherry concerning the lease; is 
that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And was there any discussion 
concerning the extension of the lease? 
A. Discussion would be a — some conversation, 
or it would be a specifically sitting down and going 
.- over it point by point, the lease. 
Q. Okay. Did you specifically sit down and go 
point by point over the lease, or an extension of the 
lease prior to February of 1979 or immediately prior to 
l8 February of 1979 with Mr. Wherry? 
A. No. 
20 Q. Your testimony is that you didn't meet with 
Mr. Wherry any other time in 1979 concerning the 
22 I extension of the lease, did you? 
23 A. I don't recall. 
24 Q. You don't remember meeting with Mr. Wherry in 
25 198 0, do you? 
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A. No. 
Q. Concerning the extension of the lease. 
A. That's right. 
Q. You don't recall meeting with Mr. Wherry in 
1981 concerning the extension of the lease, do you? 
A. No. 
Q. You don't recall meeting in 1982 or '83 
concerning the extension of the lease, do you? 
A. That's right. 
IQ I Q. And you don't recall any telephone 
II conversations with Mr. Wherry in 1979, after February 
of 1979, concerning the extension of the lease, do you? 
A. Until when? 
Q. From 1979, after February of 1979, you don't 
I^  I recall any telephone conversations, do you? 
16 I A- No. 
17 Q. You don't recall any telephone conversations 
lg concerning the extension of the lease in 1980, 1981, 
19 '82 or '83, do you? 
20 ^* No. 
2| Q. But you do recall meeting with Mr. Wherry in 
22 1984 concerning the lease or at least discussing it 
23 with him, don't you? 
24 I A. Yes, 
25 I Q« You had one face-to-face discussion? 
12 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. That was approximately August of 1984? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And at that time Mr. Wherry sat down and 
5 asked you to extend to Mr. Sine the same terms that you 
6 had extended to him in the lease; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
g J Q. And at that time you told him that you 
9 weren't willing to do that; is that right? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And in fact your testimony is that at no time 
would you have been willing to extend terms of the 
lease any different than what are contained in 
|4 I Plaintiff's Exhibit 10-P; is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And that exhibit is before you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it true that you would not have been 
willing to extend the terms of that lease — strike 
2Q I that question. I'll rephrase that question. 
2i Approximately what date, in the best of your 
22 estimation, do you think Mr. Wherry could have come to 
23 Y o u a n d said to you, "I want to extend the same terms 
24 of this lease for another 15 years? 
25 MR. SESSIONS: Objection. Calls for 
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1 the lease? 
2 A. I don't recall any specific terms. 
I I Q. Okay. Thank you. 
4 Now, referring to Exhibit P-10, while that's 
5 the lease — You testified that the rent from 
5 September of '84 through August of 1985 was the same as 
7 that rent, which is being paid prior to that time; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
IQ J Q. However, the total amount that was being paid 
II to you during this period, September of 1984 through 
12 August of 1985, was a good deal higher than the amount 
I- | that you had previously been receiving from Mr. Sine or 
14 Mr. Wherry because there was an increase in the common 
8 
9 
15 
16 
area expenses, wasn't there? 
A. Yes. 
17 I Q. Okay. What was that increase in the common 
jg area expenses per month? 
19 I A. I don't recall. 
20 Q* Turning to page 10, page 11, it's — may I 
2| have a second to confer with my client, your Honor? 
22 THE COURT: You may. 
23 MR. BECKER: I'll rephrase that last 
24 question. 
25 Q« Do you recall by what percentage the monetary 
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1 THE COURT: Why don't you show it to Mr. 
2 Sessions before we begin? 
3 MR. BECKER: The purpose of reviewing this is 
4 to have Mr. Skankey recall the amount of the common 
5 area expenses that he couldn't recall. 
5 THE COURT: Could we have a stipulation on 
7 that? 
I I MR. SESSIONS: Why don't you show me where it 
9 *s? 
10 MR. BECKER: I'm referring to this chart 
11 which just shows the common area expenses. 
MR. SESSIONS: I have no problem if the 
witness can identify this chart, your Honor. That's 
fine. 
MR. BECKER: I'm referring to an affidavit. 
THE COURT: Why don't you ask him if that 
refreshes his recollection. Have you got a dollar 
amount there? 
19 I MR. BECKER: Yes. Thank you, your Honor. 
20 
2| RECROSS-EXAMINATION 
22 BY MR. BECKER: 
23 Q- Referring to this attachment, to the 
24 affidavit, and it refers to a chart, does this chart 
25 refresh your recollection concerning the amount of the 
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I common area expenses? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Okay. 
Yes. 
$2,450 
And what is that 
For 1988? 
Is that per year or per 
That's 
Okay. 
per month. 
Thank you. Now, 
amount? 
month? 
prior to that time, 
in 1984, under the lease with Mr. — what you had with 
Mr. Wherry, what were the common area expenses; if you 
recall? 
A. I recall they were one thousand — monthly? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't know what they were monthly, but I 
believe the annual figure was $1,800. 
Q. Okay. So it went from $1,800 a year to 
$2,400 per month? 
A. Uh-huh. (Affirmative.) 
Q. Okay. Thank you. 
MR. SESSIONS: I have nothing further of this 
witness. He may be excused. 
THE COURT: May Mr. Skankey be excused? 
MR. BECKER: Yes. 
THE COURT: Mr. Skankey, you may step down. 
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1 would be pages 1 through 4 plus 5, we said, "That 
2 doesn't totally represent what our agreement was." We 
3 were most concerned about the best efforts on 
4 I Mr. Wherry's part to get the lease extended. 
5 I Q. Okay. Now, had you had any discussions with 
5 Mr. Wherry concerning the lease that was on the 
7 property? 
3 I A. Yes, we had. And he showed us the lease and 
9 J showed that the property would be — the lease would 
run out in 1984. 
Q. Is that lease this document identified as 
12 I Exhibit 1-P, along with the exhibit identified as 
13 Exhibit 2-P? 
A. That's correct. That was the lease that we 
looked at. 
16 I Q. All right. So Mr. Wherry showed you the 
17 lease and then the letter which extends the lease to 
18 1984? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q- Did he show you any further documents at the 
21 same time? 
22 A. Yes. He had shown us a document of some 
23 negotiations between he and Mr. Skankey. 
24 Q. That has been identified as Exhibit 8-D? 
25 A. That would be Exhibit 8-D. This was a 
14 
15 
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1 document that he told us was an arrangement that he had 
2 met with Mr. Skankey on at the time that Mr. Skankey 
3 was doing some remodeling and that he had worked out an 
4 arrangement with Mr. Skankey that he would honor the 
5 figures that were written in in writing for the 
5 extension of the lease past '84. And that the only 
7 difference that he might have a problem with is under 
g the lease letter, the extension was for 10 years, and 
9 we wanted to have 15 years, because this document said 
IQ 15 years. 
Q. Okay. What did Mr. Wherry tell you 
concerning — let's go back to the extension for the 
ten years. You indicate to Mr. Wherry, talking about 
an extension of the lease from what date to what date? 
11 
12 
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l5 A. 1984 through 1994, 
16 
17 
Q. Then what did you ask him for? 
A. Well, we wanted — it was my understanding 
lg I that he had that worked out with Mr. Skankey and all he 
19 i had to do — 
20 I MR- SESSIONS: Just a minute. Your Honor, 
2| that was not responsive. It wasn't asked about his 
22 understanding. He was asked what Mr. Wherry told him. 
23 THE WITNESS: Mr. Wherry told me — 
24 THE COURT: Just a minute. Objection 
25 sustained. Why don't you put a question to the 
140 
witness. 
Q. (By Mr. Becker) What was your understanding 
concerning what Mr. Wherry had worked out with 
Mr. Skankey concerning the extension of the lease 
beyond 1984? 
A. That Mr. Skankey would honor an additional 
lease, an additional extension from '84 to '94 at the 
figure of $3,000 per month, starting in 1984, with the 
maximum common area $1,800 per year. 
Q. Okay. $1,800 per year? 
A. $150 per month, and that would be for a ten-
year period. $1,800 a year. 
Q. This letter under paragraph 1 says: We're 
proposing a new lease with you under the following 
terms: 1. Fifteen years." 
A. So we asked him when he went back to do that 
negotiation if he would try to get it for 15 years, 
because to carry it to '94 just barely paid off the 
amount we would owe to him at the time that the lease 
would then come due again. 
Q. Why do you want the lease extended for 15 
years? 
A. Well, we wanted to be sure, number one, that 
we had a lease all the time that we were paying him 
money. And, number two, we wanted to be able to go 
141 
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addendum to the stock purchase agreement which 
constitutes the last four pages of this document? 
A. Mr- Moffat did. 
Q. Mr. Moffat. 
THE COURT: Mr. what? I didn't hear. 
THE WITNESS: Mr. Moffat, previous attorney. 
Q. (By Mr. Becker) Did you prepare any of those 
documents? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did you have an attorney representing you at 
II I the time when you negotiated these documents? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Do you recall in what period of time 
14 I Mr. Moffat prepared these documents, this addendum? 
15 I A. He prepared the addendum somewhere between 
lg February 1st and February the 4th or 5th, when we 
17 signed the whole document. 
IS Q. Okay. Now, referring to paragraph 18, it 
19 states, starting — well, states "Sellers agree to use 
20 their best efforts to obtain extension of the lease 
2f mentioned in paragraph 4, for a period of an additional 
22 15 years to and including the year 1999, on the terms 
23 and conditions heretofore discussed between sellers and 
24 landlord, as disclosed by sellers to buyers." 
25 I What were those specific terms and conditions 
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1 I Q. When is the next contact with Mr. Wherry; if 
2 you recall? 
j I A. I don't remember any other contacts after 
4 that point with Mr. Wherry pertaining to the lease. 
$ Q. Did Mr. Wherry call you? 
{ I A. I really don't remember if he called me back 
7 or not. 
g I Q. All right. Who did you negotiate the new 
lease with? 
A. I negotiated the new lease with Wallace & 
Associates, Mr. Fred Bart. 
Q. Did you have any contact with Mr. Skankey? 
A. No, I did not. I never contacted Mr. Skankey 
9 
10 
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H relative to the lease agreements, 
15 
16 
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Q. Did you obtain an extension of the existing 
lease on the same terms? 
A. I did not. 
13 I Q. What were the new terms? 
19 A. The new terms raised the common area fees 
20 I from $150 a month to $2,450 a month, and then on a 
2| sliding scale, the rents went from the first year at 
22 $2,750 to somewhere around the sixth year or seventh 
23 year to over $4,000. 
24 Q* And how much had you been paying prior to 
25 that time per year for the lease payments? 
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f minutes and we'll render a decision in this matter? 
2 MR. SESSIONS: Thank you. 
3 THE COURT: We'll be in recess until then. 
4 [Recess, 3:25 p.m.] 
5 [Whereupon, the following proceedings took 
5 place at 4:05 p.m.] 
7 THE COURT: This is the time set for 
g rendering a decision in this case, Wherry v. Sine. The 
9 parties and their respective counsel are present. 
IQ Let me just indicate preliminarily what I 
state at this time is not intended to be a substitute 
for Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, that the 
13 I prevailing party will prepare those, and add to what I 
14 indicate now, all those facts in evidence which are not 
|i* inconsistent with the decision I render at this time. 
jg Let me indicate previously that I credit the 
17 testimony of Mr. Wherry and find him to be an honest 
18 and forthright witness. He did not have total and 
19 detailed recall, but I don't think — well, I don't 
20 expect that from a gentleman in his eighties. 
21 I find that Mr. Wherry spoke to Mr. Skankey 
22 concerning his providing the same consideration 
23 regarding the extension to Mr. Sine, as he would have 
24 t o himself; i.e., Mr. Wherry, at the following times: 
25 First, in approximately January or February of 1979, 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
1. Did the court properly consider the conflicting 
testimony of the Plaintiff's witnesses and give such testimony 
the proper weight? 
2. Did the Plaintiff use its "best efforts" to extend 
the terms of the lease? 
STATUTORY REFERENCES 
There are no statutory references cited in the brief. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case was initiated in the Third District Court, Salt 
Lake County and was tried without jury before the Honorable Judge 
Michael Murphy. Judge Murphy found in favor of the Plaintiff 
and this appeal followed. 
The appellant seeks the Court's review of the credibility of 
the Plaintiff's witnesses and a review of whether the efforts of 
the Plaintiff in performing under the terms of a certain stock 
purchase agreement were the "best efforts" contemplated under 
such contract. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The appellant argues that the district court gave undue 
weight to the testimony of the appellee, which testimony was 
contradicted by the appellee's other witness. 
In addition, the appellant argues that the court wrongly 
determined that the appellee did undertake best efforts pursuant 
to the contract, and that the appellant was injured by the 
3 
appellee's breach of such contractual terms. 
ARGUMENT 
A. STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
In 1961, the Plaintiff leased a newly constructed bowling 
alley from Skaggs Drug Center (Transcript, page 9-10, lines 17-
25, l-9)(for purposes of simplicity, Transcript shall be 
indicated by the letter t; page shall be indicated by the letter 
p. and lines shall be indicated by the letter 1. throughout the 
remainder of this argument) which lease was for a ten year term 
terminating in 1971. The option to renew was exercised, with 
the renewal continuing until February of 1984 (t, p. 16, 1. 23-
25) with the Plaintiff T.E. Wherry (referred to below as Wherry) 
undertaking all of the negotiating responsibilities, (t, p. 51, 
1. 6-13) 
In 1977, Wherry turned down an offer for a 15 year extension 
of the lease on the grounds that the renewal was more expensive 
than Wherry desired, (t, p. 55, 1. 1-6). It was on the basis of 
the 1977 offer to extend the lease for 15 years that Wherry 
represented to the Appellants (jointly referred to below as Sine) 
that he would use his "best efforts'1 to extend the lease 
scheduled to terminate in 1984 for an additional 15 years. How-
ever, in spite of the "best efforts" language of the sale agree-
ment between the parties, Wherry stated at trial that "I couldn!t 
guarantee it because I couldn't . . . ." (t, p. 57, 1. 16). 
Concerning his efforts to extend the lease pursuant to the 
contract between the parties, Wherry testified that he "discussed 
A 
[the lease extension] with the landlord several times and even 
went to see him several times" (t, p. 25, 1. 5-6) with the first 
contact for the extension of the lease in either early 1984 (t, 
p. 25, 1. 15-22) or August of 1979 (t, p. 26, 1. 15-17), de-
pending on which version of the facts as recited by Mr. Wherry 
upon which we rely. The meetings were over the telephone and 
face to face (t, p. 30, 1. 2-5) with the face to face meetings 
lasting 15 minutes to one-half hour (t, p.27, 1. 6-7) and, 
according to the testimony of Wherry, there were approximately 
one-half dozen such discussions to extend the lease (t, p. 33, 1. 
3; 1. 23-25; p. 34, 1. 4-6; 1. 15-17; 1. 20-21). These 
discussions were in addition to his ordinary contact with Mr. 
Skankey (the leasing agent), during which contacts the lease 
extension was also apparently discussed (t, p. 36, 1. 21-24). 
However, the testimony of Wherry is directly contradicted by 
the testimony of the PlaintiffTs own witness, Richard Skankey 
(referred to below as Skankey), a witness who by his own 
admission was adverse to Sine (t, p. 101, 1. 22-23) and involved 
in other lawsuits against Sine. Skankey, the leasing agent for 
the lessor, states that there was only one face to face meeting 
between himself and Wherry regarding the extension of the lease 
(t, p. 92, 1. 7-14) with the meeting lasting not over one-half 
hour (t, p. 92, 1. 13-19) in which Wherry simply stated that he 
"hoped that we were working with Mr. Sine in extending the lease 
agreement" (t, p. 92, 1. 23-24). 
Wherry's "best efforts" to extend the lease for the 
additional fifteen years were expressed by Wherry as follows: 
A. I would discuss the whole transfer of the 
5 
lease and everything else with Mr. Skankey, and then 
when I -- later on, before the lease was signed, I 
took Mr. Sine up there and introduced him to Mr. 
Skankey and we discussed the whole thing and exten-
sion of the lease. And then I left and left them 
there to, as I remember, left and let them finish up 
between the two of them. 
Q. That wasn't until 1984, was it? 
A. No, that was f79 when we transferred the 
lease. (t, p. 62, 1. 11-21) 
He further states that "And I don!t remember that there was 
anything ever definite on it [the lease extension] . . . . but 
not — it wasn't any real firm discussion with him when I would 
see him on the lot." (t, p. 63, 1. 14-21). 
The discussion which Wherry did have with Skankey concerning 
the extension was 
I said that I would like to have him [Skankey] give 
him [Sine] the same recognition and the same oppor-
tunity as what he had he had extended to me, and he 
agreed that he would do his best." (t, p. 65, 1. 20-
23) 
and Wherry believed that such was his "best efforts" to extend 
the lease as required in the sale agreement: 
Q. You felt that was your best efforts in 
extending the lease, right? 
A. Itfs the only thing I could do. I had no 
authority to tell hi that he had to extend the lease 
or anything else, but I would have the same 
opportunity as I was going to have, and accepting the 
offer the third party would make to him. (t, p. 66, 
1. 1-5) 
And on redirect examination by his attorney, Mr. Wherry 
stated that his best efforts were: 
Q. Mr. Wherry, as you think about it now, was 
there anything that you could do or could have done 
that you did not do to convince Mr. Skankey to extend 
the lease to Mr. Sine for an additional 15 years? 
A. There was never a thing more than what I did 
do that -- I couldn't force the landlord to change 
the lease or extend the lease, or have any price, or 
anything else. There was never anything that I could 
have talked to him about. There was no discussion on 
the price. It was the only discussion that I would 
ask him and request that he give Mr. Sine the same 
privilege of extending the lease as he had -- we were 
going to extend to me. (t, p. 72-73, 1. 22-25, 1-9) 
On direct examination, Skankey stated that there were no 
firm discussions with Sine or Wherry concerning the extension of 
the lease in 1979 (t, p. 89, 1. 1-6) (t, p. 90, 1. 20-22) with 
the next discussion occurring in the middle of 1984 (t., p. 91, 
1. 12-19), and, as stated above, there was only one face to face 
discussion between Wherry and Skankey concerning the extension of 
the lease (See also t, p. 104-105, 1. 25, 1-5) from which meeting 
Skankey could not recall any specific terms (t, p. 110-111, 1. 
24-25, 1-2) Wherry did not make Skankey aware of any requirement 
that he, Wherry, had to extend the lease (t, p. 93, 1. 21-25) 
According to the testimony of this witness, there were no 
discussions between Skankey and Wherry concerning the extension 
of the lease prior to the sale of the business in February of 
1979 (t, p. 103, 1. 15-18), nor were there any discussions 
concerning the extension of the lease after February of 1979, nor 
in 1980, 1981, 1982 or 1983 (t, p. 103-104, 1. 20-25, 1-20). 
In 1984, the lease was renegotiated between the lessor and 
Sine on terms which Skankey first states were inviolate (t, p. 105, 1. 
11-15), and then states were subject to change (t, p. 110, 1. 7-
16). The lease payments for the first year on the lease 
extension were identical to the previous lease, but the common 
area expenses, i.e., parking lot maintenance, snow removal, 
landscaping, etc., went from $150.00 per month to $2,400.00 per 
month (t, p. 115-116, 1. 23-25, 1-18). 
When called to testify, Sine stated that negotiations with 
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Wherry and his attorney concerning the stock purchase agreement 
had a hitch when Sine requested that Wherry be more specific 
about the best efforts of Wherry to extend the lease (t, p. 139, 
1. 1-4). Sine stated that Wherry indicated to him that the 
extension of the lease past 1984 was accomplished, with the only 
problem being whether the lease was for 10 years or 15 years: 
This was a document that he told us was an 
arrangement that he had met with Mr. Skankey on at 
the time that Mr. Skankey was doing some remodeling 
and that he had worked out an arrangement with Mr. 
Skankey that he would honor the figures that were 
written in in writing for the extension of the lease 
past !84. And that the only difference that he might 
have a problem with is under the lease letter, the 
extension was for 10 years, and we wanted to have 15 
years, because this document said 15 years, (t, p. 
139-140, 1. 25, 1-10). 
Q. What was your understanding concerning what 
Mr. Wherry had worked out with Mr. Skankey concerning 
the extension of the lease beyond 1984? 
A. That Mr. Skankey would honor an additional 
lease, and additional extension from T84 to '94 at 
the figure of $3,000 per month, starting in 1984, 
with the maximum common area $1,800 per year. (t, p. 
141, 1. 2-9). 
The 1977 letter from the lessor to Wherry was an important 
document in Sine!s eyes for the figures on the letter were repre-
sented to Sine to be the terms of the extended lease. However, 
the terms of the extended lease as it was actually signed were 
not the terms of the 1977 letter, but were, as testified by Sine: 
The new terms raised the common area fees from 
$150 per month to $2,450 a month, and then on a 
sliding scale, the rents went from the first year at 
$2,750 to somewhere around the sixth year or seventh 
year to over $4,000. (t, p. 148, 1. 19-23). 
In addition, Sine was required to invest $205,000 in 
improvements in the property as a part of the lease agreement. 
Q 
(t, p. 149, 1. 19-22). 
B. STATEMENT OF THE LAW 
1. Standard of Review: 
In Nielsen v^ Chin-Hsien Wang, 613 P.2d 512 (1980), the Utah 
Supreme Court states: 
The findings and conclusions of the District Court 
must be affirmed unless there is no reasonable basis 
in the evidence to support them. Further, the 
evidence and all inferences that fairly and 
reasonably might be drawn therefrom must be viewed in 
a light most favorable to the judgment entered. Id. 
at 514. 
2. Did the lower court err in weighing the testimony? 
In Baldwin v. Vantage Corp., 676 P.2d 413 (19 84), testimony 
was given by the Defendant that cast doubt upon the testimony of 
the Plaintiff, and the Court stated that the case is controlled 
by 
"the general rule that the testimony of witnesses is 
to be given such weight and credibility as the trier 
of fact may find reasonable under the circumstances. 
Guinand v^ Walton, 25 Utah 2d, 253, 480 P.2d 137 
(1971) . JU. at 417. 
Reasonableness is the key to the weight, but the court must 
take care regarding to whom the court gives the greatest 
credence. As Cannon v. Wright, 531 P.2d 1290 (1975) states: 
As we have often reiterated, it is the prerogative 
of the trial court to determine what aspects of the 
evidence he will believe. This includes that he can 
be selective and chose those portions of the 
testimony of any witness which he thinks has the 
greater probability of being true. It is usually 
assumed that a person is more likely to be telling 
the truth with respect to matters adverse to his own 
interest than where it may benefit him. Jji. a* 1292. 
The inescapable conclusion that one must arrive at in 
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reviewing the testimony of appellee Wherry and their witness 
Skankey is that the testimony of Skankey should be afforded much 
greater weight than Wherry. For instance, Wherry's testimony 
that he would use his "best efforts" to extend the lease 
scheduled to terminate in 1984 for an additional 15 years is 
directly contradictory to his statement that concerning the ex-
tension, "I couldn't guarantee it because I couldn't . . • •" (t, 
p 57, 1. 16). In addition, Mr. Wherry stated that he met with 
Skankey at least "half a dozen times" "face to face" to discuss 
the lease extension, but Skankey, the adverse witness, stated 
that he met with Wherry twice concerning the lease extension, 
once before the sale and once after the sale in 1984. 
The credibility of Wherry is suspect given the inconsistency 
of his testimony and his inability to recall dates and events. 
The man was 83 years of age, but the court should not give him 
leeway due to age, as the concern in this matter is not with his 
ability to perform, but his actual performance. The court gave 
Mr. Wherry too much credence: 
Let me indicate previously that I credit the 
testimony of Mr. Wherry and find him to be an honest 
and forthright witness. He did not have total and 
detailed recall, but I don't think -- well, I don't 
expect that from a gentleman in his eighties, (t, p. 
194, 1. 16-20) 
and did not give to the testimony of Skankey, who testimony was 
often in opposite of Wherry's, sufficient weight. 
3. Wherry did not undertake "best efforts" as required 
under the Purchase Agreement. 
Paragraph 18 of the stock purchase agreement states: 
Sellers [Wherry] agree to use their best efforts to 
obtain extension of the lease mentioned in paragraph 
4, for a period of an additional 15 years to and 
including the year 1999, on the terms and conditions 
heretofore discussed between sellers and landlord, as 
disclosed by sellers to buyers. (t, p. 143, 1. 19-
24) 
The central issue in this matter is whether Wherry used 
f,best efforts" to obtain an extension of the lease agreement. 
It was undisputed at trial that Sine considered the lease 
extension to be very important to the success of the business 
venture and that the subject of the lease extension and the terms 
of the lease extension were discussed throughout the 
negotiations. In fact, it was testified by Sine that the 
stock purchase agreement was rewritten to specifically include 
the term "best efforts" with reference to the lease extension. 
If we look at the evidence tendered by Mr. Skankey who is 
the most credible of the three trial witnesses, he having no 
interest in the suit and in fact, being more inclined to tell the 
truth than any other due to his adverse interest to Sine, Wherry 
met with Skankey only one time after the stock purchase agreement 
was signed, and that one time was less than one-half hour in 
length and consisted of absolutely no effort on his part. As he 
testified: 
There was never anything that I could 
have talked to him about. There was no discussion on 
the price. It was the only discussion that I would 
ask him and request that he give Mr. Sine the same 
privilege of extending the lease as ho had — we were 
going to extend to me. (t, p. 72, 1. 4-9) 
Appellant is unable to locate any Utah cases reflecting the 
meaning of the words "best efforts" but refers the Court to the 
case of Joyce Beverages of N.Y. Inc. v. Royal Crown Cola 55 5 
F.Supp. 271 (1983) in which the Plaintiff had an exclusive 
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franchise to d i s t r i b u t e soft drinks and the Defendant attempted 
to terminate the f ranchise . The franchise agreement contained a 
p r o v i s i o n s t a t i n g t h a t the f r a n c h i s e e s h a l l "devote i t s be s t 
e f fo r t s to the sa le and promotion of sa les of the beverages ...." 
Id. at 273. However, P l a i n t i f f (the franchisee) entered in to an 
agreement to s e l l a competing brand of sof t d r i n k s , and in 
examining the mat ter , the Court s t a t e s : 
A best e f fo r t s clause i s not per se breached by a 
mere unde r t ak ing of a c o m p e t i t i v e product l i n e . . . 
i t depends on t h e c i r c u m s t a n c e s . However, t h e 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s demons t ra ted by the record of the 
hearing e s t ab l i sh beyond peradventure of doubt tha t 
Joyce ' s proposed e f f o r t to s e l l the new l i n e . . . 
b reaches the bes t e f f o r t s c l a u s e both f a c t u a l l y and 
l e g a l l y . . . . These a c t i v i t i e s w i l l n e c e s s a r i l y 
d i l u t e J o y c e ' s e f f o r t s . . . . Joyce has t h u s 
impaired and disabled i t s e l f from devoting i t s "best 
e f f o r t s " to Royal Crown [ the f r a n c h i s o r ] . . . . The 
described conduct and promotional plans of Joyce are 
a breach of the best e f fo r t s c lauses contained in the 
Royal Crown c o n t r a c t s . Id_. a t 275. 
These a r g u m e n t s d e m o n s t r a t e a f u n d a m e n t a l 
mi sunde r s t and ing of the meaning of "bes t e f f o r t . " 
Joyce's duty i s to expand Royal Crown's market share, 
to promote i t v i g o r o u s l y , and not merely to keep i t 
a l i v e . Id. 
And in an i l l u s t r a t i v e f o o t n o t e , the Court r e f e r s to Bloor v. 
Fa ls taf f Brewing Corp, 601 F.2d 609 (2d Cir.1979) and s t a t e s tha t 
"Bloor c l e a r l y con t rad ic t s p l a i n t i f f ' s argument tha t even e f fo r t s 
are best e f f o r t s . " J^d. a t 276. 
Joyce stands for the proposition that best efforts means 
that which it says, i.e., that one under a duty of best efforts 
must concentrate their talents and energy to the accomplishment 
of the task and that mere "even efforts" is not sufficient to 
avoid a breach of contract claim. 
Along similar lines of thought is Western Geophysical Co. v. 
Bolt Associates, 584 F.2d 1164 (1978) which involves a patent 
dispute where the Defendant attempted to cancel an agreement 
allowing the Plaintiff to use certain patents. The Defendant 
contended that the Plaintiff had not expended its "best efforts" 
to develop the product, and Plaintiff countered with a massive 
display of research and development and marketing. The court 
found that the best efforts clause means "active exploitation in 
good faith. . . ." Neenan v^ Otis Elevator Co., 194 F. 414, 417" 
Western, supra at 1170, and that the Plaintiff had acted in 
complete good faith. 
In the instant matter, the Plaintiff cannot possibly be 
deemed to have acted in good faith to extend the lease agreement. 
The Plaintiff met with the lessor once prior to the sale, the 
District Court found that the Plaintiff met once with the lessor 
in August of 1979, and once in 1984. Giving the Plaintiff the 
benefit of doubt, as Skankey testified of only two ineffectual 
meetings, the court must conclude that such effort cannot 
possibly be construed as "best efforts." Appellant proposes that 
best efforts would have entailed repeated and immediate meetings 
with the lessor upon the signing of the sale document; and 
repeated efforts consistently through the five year period until 
all efforts had been exhausted to complete the obligation of the 
Plaintiff to extend the lease on favorable terms. 
Instead, the lease was not extended on favorable terms, the 
obligation under the lease was extremely onerous, and the 
Defendant eventually lost the business. 
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CONCLUSION 
The appellant prays that the Court reverse the decision of 
the District Court, declaring that the stock purchase agreement 
was violated by the appellee, and remanding the matter to the 
District Court for a determination of the damages suffered by the 
appellant. 
Dated this 29th day of March, 1991. 
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DEAN H. BECKER" 
Attorney for Appellant 
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